BEST APPAREL FOR
UNIFORM PROGRAMS
Studies have shown that uniforms boost a brand’s
image and enhance the overall customer and
employee experience. Uniforms speak volumes when
it comes to showcasing a professional image to
customers and providing a teamwork atmosphere
for staff. Whether you’re looking to weatherproof
your team with versatile outerwear or provide all day
comfort with performance wear, our quality uniforms
will allow your employees to look and feel their best.

POPULAR SOLUTIONS FOR:
New Hires
Employee Appreciation
Event Service Professionals
Brand Ambassadors

SUGGESTED DECO METHODS:
Standard Embroidery
Heat Transfers
Laser Etching
Screen Printing

LOOKING GOOD
FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD

BEST APPAREL FOR
UNIFORM PROGRAMS

1885 M | 1886 W VANSPORT PRO VENTURA POLO - 4 COLORS

3450 M | 3451 W VANSPORT ZEN PULLOVER - 11 COLORS

Modern-day, camp-style polo combines polished performance with a casual
vibe, with UV and antimicrobial properties, tagless label for comfort.

The perfect balance is easy to obtain with a smartly fashioned sport pullover
that pleases the mind and the body.

1205 M | 1206 W VANSPORT WICKED WOVEN ® - 7 COLORS

1100S M | 1101S W BLENDED POPLIN SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT - 4 COLORS

An upgraded dress shirt designed with breathable, moisture-wicking fabric
to keep you cool and comfortable all day. Wrinkle resistant & UV protection.

When rolling up the sleeves just won’t do, try the short-sleeve version of our
Women’s Blended Poplin Shirt.

7162 M | 7163 W CLUB JACKET - 6 COLORS

8062 M | 8063 W VANSPORT TREK HOODIE - 4 COLORS

Contrasting elements give the Club wind jacket an urban edge. 100% polyester,
micro-poplin, water-repellent finish, Zocket™ that folds into self-pouch.

The eco-wise choice for outdoor enthusiasts. Each Trek accounts for the
recycling of plastic bottles.

BEST APPAREL FOR
UNIFORM PROGRAMS

2100 M | 2101 W SOFT-BLEND PIQUE POLO - 16 COLORS

2102 W LONG SLEEVE SOFT-BLEND PIQUE POLO - 7 COLORS

Cotton-rich for comfort and specially engineered to keep its appearance after
repeated washings. Easy-care double-tuck pique with a no-curl rib-knit collar.

Cover cooler environments with a long-sleeve version of our most popular,
easy-care uniform pique. No-curl rib-knit collar.

2600 M | 2601 W VANSPORT OMEGA OMEGA POLO - 21 COLORS

2602 M | 2604 W VANSPORT OMEGA OMEGA POLO - 5 COLORS

Our best-selling, moisture-wicking golf shirt is specially engineered to resist snags
and pulls, with a softer hand.

Round out any uniform program with a long-sleeve polo option. Same fabric
features as our short sleeve Omega (2600).

2615 M VANSPORT TWO-TONE POLO - 6 COLORS

2795 M | 2796 W VANSPORT STRATA TEXTURED POLO - 6 COLORS

Motivate your team with sporty, color-block polo shirts with a fashion edge.

Inspired by nature, the Strata features a double-knit variegated texture on the
outside while the inside touts a smooth hand for comfort.

